Quick Field Team Reminders
This list is to be kept on the clipboard in your emergency backpack. Use it after completing your
Individual Response Checklist (17). The following reminders combine the needs and
responsibilities of the field teams in case the number of responders is limited.

SUPPLIES
# Protective clothing
# Emergency backpack

# Small tools/supplies: wrenches, rope, caution tape
# Clipboard: forms and maps attached

HAZARD REDUCTION/UTILITIES
# Extinguish small fires
# Rope off hazardous areas
# Turn off damaged utilities (gas, water, electric) # Confine loose pets
# Clear debris from street and sidewalks
# Locate neighborhood water
sources

SEARCH & RESCUE
# Check the door jamb and walls around the door for serious cracks and other
indications that the building may not be safe to enter.
# Put a bold, readily visible piece of masking tape across the door upon entering [\].
Make a second slash [/], forming an “X” upon leaving.
Gas:
# Before entering a building, smell the air for possible gas leaks.
# If you smell or hear gas leaking, do not enter the building before turning off the gas
main.
# Ventilate the building by opening as many doors and windows as possible.
# Wait until the smell of gas is gone before entering or attempting a search or rescue.
Fire:
# Check the door with the back of your hand to see if it is hot. If it is, DO NOT open it.
Alert the ICC. If the door is cool, open it cautiously.
# Stay low.
Victims:
# When in the building, call out “it’s your neighbor” and give your name. Stop. Shouttap-listen for any cries or moans. Keep talking as you move through the building.
# Evaluate the building and the victims’ conditions to determine whether or not they can
be moved safely.
# If you need to leave, place a table over them to protect them from falling objects.
Reassure them that someone will come back for them.
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